Antigenic analysis of coxsackievirus B3 with monoclonal antibodies.
All the 16 mouse monoclonal antibodies (McAbs) raised against Nancy strain of coxsackievirus B3, CoxB3(N), were type 3-specific. The reactivity of CoxB3(N) to this McAb panel during the serial passages showed a variation. Three field isolates of CoxB3, all neutralizable with the reference Anti-CoxB3 hyperimmune serum, were checked for the reactivities with the McAb panel. The isolates from the patients in Fujiang reacted with 12 McAbs and variably with the remaining four McAbs. On the basis of the reactivities with different virus strains, the McAbs were found to fall into four groups possibly corresponding to at least four epitopes. A considerable antigenic variation of CoxB3 was thus suggested.